Privacy Notice and Use Policy CAPSOLControl Mobile

This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices and use policy for CAPSOLControl Mobile application. This mobile application is for specific use as part of the CAPSOLControl system. In order to use this application, a CAPSOLControl app user must be a registered user by the system administration. No other uses are permitted.

Use
Users acknowledge by downloading this product that this application allows control to increase life safety. There is no personal information gathered except as listed above. CAPSOLControl mobile app users understand using this product must be done in strict accordance with the end users’ policies and procedures and terms and conditions in the end users’ agreement. All use of this product for initiating actions is done at the sole risk of the user. Actions by the user are recorded in the database and is available to the administrator. Information indicating actions or use is not to be retransmitted, copied or shared with anyone unless approved by the administrator of the system or CAPSOLNotes is complying with a lawful order by an authority with appropriate jurisdiction.

Sharing
We do not share any information of any kind to any company for the purpose of advertising or marketing. User accepts all liability with the use of this product. If you disagree with the terms of this privacy policy, do not install or use this program.